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Abstract
Scientific and commercial applications operate nowadays on tens of cloud datacenters around the globe, following similar
patterns: they aggregate monitoring or sensor data, assess the QoS or run global data mining queries based on inter-site event
stream processing. Enabling fast data transfers across geographically distributed sites allows such applications to manage the
continuous streams of events in real time and quickly react to changes. However, traditional event processing engines often
consider data resources as second-class citizens and support access to data only as a side-effect of computation (i.e. they are not
concerned by the transfer of events from their source to the processing site). This is an efficient approach as long as the processing
is executed in a single cluster where nodes are interconnected by low latency networks. In a distributed environment, consisting
of multiple datacenters, with orders of magnitude differences in capabilities and connected by a WAN, this will undoubtedly lead
to significant latency and performance variations. This is namely the challenge we address in this paper, by proposing JetStream,
a high performance batch-based streaming middleware for efficient transfers of events between cloud datacenters. JetStream is
able to self-adapt to the streaming conditions by modeling and monitoring a set of context parameters. It further aggregates the
available bandwidth by enabling multi-route streaming across cloud sites, while at the same time optimizing resource utilization
and increasing cost efficiency. The prototype was validated on tens of nodes from US and Europe datacenters of the Windows
Azure cloud with synthetic benchmarks and a real-life application monitoring the ALICE experiment at CERN. The results show
a 3x increase of the transfer rate using the adaptive multi-route streaming, compared to state of the art solutions.
c© 2014 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Keywords: cloud computing, Big Data, multi-site, stream processing
1. Introduction
We are at a stage of scientific research development where vast volumes of scientific data (Big Data, in the order of
PetaBytes) captured by new instruments on a 24/7 basis are becoming publicly accessible for the purposes of continued
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analysis. Mining these data sets will result in the development of many new theories. This is being acknowldged as
a major shift towards a new, fourth paradigm of science [1], a successor of the traditional experimental, theoretical
and (more recently) computational approaches to science. The basic idea is that our capacity for collecting scientific
data has far outstripped our present capacity to analyze it, and so our focus should be on developing technologies that
will make sense of this ”data deluge” in almost real-time. The scale of cross-laboratory experiments and their data
rates make the development of tools a formidable challenge. Clouds are already in place to host the Big Data in all
their shapes and sizes, as providers like Microsoft, Amazon, Google, Rackspace have built global infrastructures with
data-centers spread across numerous geographical regions and continents. At the same time, the versatility of data
analysis has increased with applications running on multiple sites, which have to process larger data sets coming from
remote locations and distinct sources. Exploiting the underlying multi-datacenter cloud infrastructures effectively in
the presence of Big Data remains critical.
In the past years, a subclass of Big Data, fast data (i.e., high-speed real-time and near-real-time data streams)
has also exploded in volume and availability. These specific data, often denoted as events, are typically characterised
by a small unit size (in the order of kilobytes), but overwhelming collection rates. Examples of such data include
sensor data streams, social networks feeds (e.g. 4k tweets per second, 35k Facebook likes and comment per second),
stock-market updates. Numerous applications must process vast amounts of fast data collected at increasing rates from
multiple sources [2, 3], with minimal latency and high scalability. Examples range from industry and business applica-
tions (e.g. transactional analysis, financial tickers, monitoring and maintenance systems for web services) to scientific
ones (e.g. large-scale sensor-based systems, simulations, climate monitoring, LHC experiments). As the number and
sophistication of such applications grow, a natural question arises: Can we provide a high performance framework
for fast data movements, so that event processing engines can quickly react to the sensed changes, independent of the
data source or arrival rate?
Clearly, acquiring, processing and managing this data efficiently is a non-trivial endeavour, especially if these
operations are not limited to a single geographical location. There are several scenarios which created the need to
geographically distribute the computation on clouds. The size of the data can be so big that data have to be stored
across multiple datacenters. It is the case of the ATLAS CERN experiment which generates 40 PB of data per year.
Furthermore, even incremental processing of such a data set as a stream of events will overpass the capacity of local
scientific infrastructures, as it was the case of the Higgs boson discovery which had to extend the computation to the
Google cloud infrastructure [4]. Another scenario is given by the data sources which can be physically distributed in
wide geographical locations as in the Ocean Observatory Initiative [5, 6], in which the collected events are streamed
to Nimbus [7] clouds. Finally, the nature of the analysis requires aggregating streams of data from remote application
instances for an increasing number of services. Large-scale services like Microsoft’s Bing and Office 365 operate on
tens of datacenters around the Globe. Maintenance, monitoring, asserting the QoS of the system or global data mining
queries all require (near) real-time inter site event stream processing. All such computations carried on continuous
streams of events across resources from different geographical sites are highly sensitive to the efficiency of the data
management.
In this paper, we address the above challenges by proposing JetStream, a novel approach for streaming events
across cloud datacenters. JetStream enables low latency fast data processing, high and stable transfer rates in spite
of the inherent cloud performance variability for geographically distributed applications executed on clouds. In order
to enable a high performance transfer solution, we leverage batch-based transfers. The size of the batches and the
decision on when to stream the events are controlled by modelling the latency based on a set of parameters which
characterize the streaming in the context of clouds. To further improve performance, we aggregate inter-datacenter
bandwidth as we extend our approach to provide multi-route streaming across cloud nodes. Furthermore, we develop
a prototype that can be used on clouds, either public or private, which is environment-aware by means of light moni-
toring. The information gathered and inferred about the environment is coupled with the streaming model, allowing
the system to adapt the transfer decisions to all context changes.
The key innovation is the co-design of an integrated architecture for event streaming from their source to the pro-
cessing engine, that addresses challenges of heterogeneity in scale, complexity, and diversity for both workloads (high
performance and high throughput) and infrastructure (several orders of magnitude difference in capabilities between
datacenters). This type of co-design was attempted before only in HPC environments for compute intensive tasks,
or only for very small or for very large datacenters. JetStream was validated on the Windows Azure [8] cloud using
synthetic benchmarks and in a real life scenario using the MonALISA [9] monitoring system of the CERN ALICE
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experiment [10]. The experiments show performance improvements of 250 times over individual event streaming and
25% over static batch streaming, while multi-route streaming can further triple the transfer rate. JetStream is thus an
efficient, fair and cloud agnostic platform for the movements of fast data (events) in the cloud.
The key contributions of this paper are:
• The design of a multi-site cloud streaming platform, able to adapt the event batch size by modeling the cloud
latency and considering the cost of multi-routing (Section 3);
• A protocol that routes data streams through multiple parallel paths, aggregating bandwidth from multiple inter-
mediate nodes (Section 3.2 and 3.6);
• An implementation of these building blocks into a prototype, JetStream, used in production on the Azure cloud
(Section 4);
• An extensive evaluation of this prototype across Azure data-centers from different continents (i.e. Europe and
America) (Section 6);
• A comprehensive survey of the state-of-the-art in several domains tangent to streaming and data management,
that supports the positioning of our contributions with respect to these directions (Section 8).
Relationship to previous work. This paper extends several contributions introduced in a previous paper [11] by
putting them into a more global perspective and by showing how each of them contributes to the central goal of filling
some major technological gaps in the area of cloud-based multi-site streaming, gaps identified as such by the scientific
community. We propose a new unified architecture that couples and extends the previous modules into a uniform fast
data streaming service for clouds. Beyond this synthetic work, this paper makes a new step further by generalizing the
initial multi-path protocol from a many-to-1 scenario to the global many-to-many pattern, useful for a larger spectrum
of scientific applications (e.g. broadcast, multicast support). A new scheme for selecting the intermediate hops that
exploit the network parallelism within this protocol is also introduced, inspired by the ant colonies movement in
biology. Finally, the related work is surveyed in a more comprehensive manner, adding a focus on the competitor
cloud based streaming solutions.
2. The Problem of Streaming across Cloud Data Centers
The need for efficient streaming tools. An extended survey over thousands of commercial jobs and millions of ma-
chine hours of computation, presented in [12], has revealed that the execution of queries is event-driven. Furthermore
the analysis shows that the input data accounts only for 20% of the total I/O, the rest corresponding to the repli-
cation of data between query services or to the intermediate data passed between them. This emphasizes that the
event processing services, be they distributed, exchange large amounts of data. Additionally, the analysis highlights
the sensitivity of the performance of the stream processing to the management and transfer of events. This idea is
discussed also in [2], where the authors stress the need for a high performance transfer system for real-time data. A
similar conclusion is drawn in [13], where the issues which come from the communication overhead and replication
are examined in the context of state-based parallelization. Finally, in [14], the authors emphasize the importance of
data freshness, which improves the QoS of a stream management system and implicitly the quality of the data (QoD).
All these research efforts, which complement our evaluation study, support and motivate the growing need for a high
performance system for event streaming.
Although not new, these tasks incur unprecedented complexities, which are not addressed by the existing cloud
data handling services. Research efforts on cloud stream processing have so far mainly focused on distributing and
parallelizing large and complex streaming applications. These approaches lack mechanisms and policies for dynam-
ically coordinating transfers among different datacenters in order to achieve reasonable QoS levels and optimize the
cost-performance. The problem is further complicated by the heterogeneity of multiple cloud datacentres: they incur
orders of magnitude differences in capability and capacity (from 100 MW scale datacenters for HPC to 10 kW scale
datacenters for Big Data), which difference was not exploited due to difficulty and lack of an energy incentive. Being
able to effectively use the underlying computing and network resources has thus become critical for wide-area data
management as well as for federated cloud settings.
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Figure 1. The performance of transferring events in batches between North Europe and North US Azure data-centers. The measurements show the
correlation between (a) the transfer rate and (b) the average event latency for increasing batch sizes.
2.1. The challenge of batch streaming
In one of our previous works [15], we performed a performance evaluation study for streaming strategies on
clouds. We analyzed two strategies for implementing multi-site cloud streaming scenarios. The first strategy seeks
to overlap computation and communication by streaming data directly to the nodes where the computation takes
place, in such a way that the rate of data streaming keeps pace with computation; the second strategy relies on first
copying data to the cloud and then using it for computation. We evaluate these strategies in the context of a CERN
LHC application [16, 17]. The results indicate that current real-time communication in the cloud can significantly
interfere in computation and reduce the overall application performance. In fact, deploying state-of-the-art event
based transfers, contrary to one’s expectation, reduces the stream performance by up to 4 times compared to the
second strategy which involves intermediately copying data to storage. The main lesson learned is that achieving high
performance for geographically-distributed stream processing requires to minimize the latency while accounting for
the resource usage: CPU and bandwidth.
Moving to batch-based streaming. Achieving high performance event streaming requires new cloud-based solutions,
since current tools do not provide adequate support. Most of the existing stream processing engines, as the one used by
CERN’s Atlas applications, only focus on event processing and provide little or no support for efficient event transfers.
Others even delegate this functionality to the event source. Today, the typical way to transfer events is individually
(i.e., event by event) or in small, fixed groups. This is highly inefficient, especially across WAN, due to the incurred
latencies and overheads at various levels (e.g., application, technology tools, virtualization, network). A better option
is to transfer events in batches. While this improves the transfer rate, it also introduces a new problem, related to the
selection of the proper batch size (i.e., how many events to batch?). Figure 1 presents the dependency between the
batch size and the transfer rate, and the transfer latency per event, respectively. We notice that the key challenge here
is the choice of an optimal batch size and the decision on when to trigger the batch sending. This choice strongly
relies on the streaming scenario, the resource usage and on the sensed environment (i.e., the cloud). We tackle these
problems by proposing an environment-aware solution, which enables optimum-sized batch streaming of events in
the clouds. To achieve this, we model the latency of the event transfer with respect to the environment, dynamically
adapt the batch size to the context and enable multi-route streaming across clouds nodes.
2.2. The challenge of multicast streaming
Many streaming scenarios involve several participants. For example the publish/subscriber architectures [18] are
being deployed more and more often due to their design capability of supporting large-scale systems. Moreover, many
Big Data applications (e.g., virtual observatories, monitoring large web services, scientific workflow etc.) comply to
a pattern in which different operations are being applied to a stream of data. Accounting for the topology overlay that
exists between the event source and the consumers is equally important for achieving high performance streaming
in the cloud. Consequently, the previous question concerning the number of events to be batched extends to how
to adapt the number of events in the batch with respect to the streaming topology. This is the main question that
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we address in this paper as we focus to generalize the previous point-to-point streaming model introduced in [11]
to multicast streaming. Although the primary goal of minimizing latency remains the same, moving from single to
multiple destinations introduces additional challenges concerning costs. Replicating data across destinations can incur
different charges levels depending on the replication strategy. We recall that the cloud providers charge based on the
amount of outbound data from the cloud sites. Hence, finding the right architecture, striking the good balance between
cost and performance, and able to dynamically adapt the streaming strategy accordingly is critical for providing high
performance cloud streaming.
3. Towards a Multi-Site Cloud Streaming Model
3.1. Initial observations
We start the design of our approach from the following observations concerning streaming across data centers:
Cost of in-site vs. cross-site transfers. Transferring and replicating data within a cloud datacenter is free of charge.
Things change for inter-site data exchanges. Cloud providers such as Amazon or Azure charge for the price
of outbound data, while keeping inbound data costs to zero. Generally, several cost plan levels are offered
based on the amount of outbound data. Hence, cost-wise, it is profitable to perform data replication within
the site on the one hand, and to de-duplicate the data that is transferred between sites, on the other hand.
Nevertheless, performing such optimizations is at odds with the primary constraint of minimizing latency for
real time communication. Hence, different strategies need to be analyzed (and adopted) in order to find the right
balance between price and performance.
Latency and Transfer Rate. Inter-site communication is a critical operation not only from the cost point of view
but also for perspective. Clouds are composed of several datacenters distributed across geographical regions.
This global deployment naturally inherits a high communication latency. Per packet latency can reach tens of
milliseconds between data centers located in different areas of a continent to hundreds of milliseconds between
datacenters located in different continents. The network bandwidth available between the application instances
across datacenters is also typically low. Therefore, the transferring rate (e.g., of the live transferred events)
achieved by applications is low and represents a major challenge for real time data.
CPU and I/O. Users rent cloud VMs primary for supporting the application computation logic. But computation de-
pends on the data, and for many application scenarios the two distinct but inter-dependent phases are interleaved.
Consequently, two undesirable situation emerge. First, applications are stalled to perform geographically-
remote I/O operations and synchronize application instances to progress in the next computation phases (e.g.,
successive phases of iterative algorithms, synchronizing reduce phase with map phase, MPI checkpoint etc.).
Second, as for the study mentioned in Section 2.1, having the I/O phase competing with the computation phase
for the CPU can significantly reduce the overall performance. Therefore, separating the communication and
providing a fine-grain access of the I/O modules over the compute resources are key milestones.
Low Event Sizes. Being able to handle data in large chunks, in the order of tens of MB or more, improves perfor-
mance and eases the management process as it minimizes (or renders insignificantly) the impact of the commu-
nication overhead (e.g., protocol headers, network congestion, packets resend, etc.). Nevertheless, having such
sizing guarantees is rarely the case for live streaming, where data is generated, represented and handled in the
form of small tuplets, called events. For example, a whether/climate monitoring application will handle a set
of events aggregating as much as tens of small parameters (e.g., temperature, wind speed/direction, humidity,
station id, etc.) with sizes of up to KB order. High energy physics simulations as CERN ATLAS [16] have a
significantly higher number (i.e., hundreds) of parameters captured in real-time but with sizes usually less than
MBs. Finally, monitoring data of large web services or warehouses conform to a similar pattern, aggregating
tens of parameters in the size of KB–MB order. Due to the small sizes, it is not possible to apply out-of-the-box
the existing cloud data management techniques. Therefore, the main challenge is to provide new and dedicated
solutions for such small, live data streams.
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Figure 2. The proposed schema for multi-route streaming across cloud nodes.
3.2. Design principles
We introduce the following design principles to tackle the challenges of cloud streaming in the clouds:
Environment awareness - The cloud infrastructures are subject to performance variations due to multi-tenancy and
network instability on the communication links within and across sites. Monitoring and detecting such perfor-
mance changes allows the system to react accordingly and schedule the transfer of events efficiently.
Decoupling the transfer from processing - The event transfer module needs to be designed as a stand-alone compo-
nent, decoupled from the stream processing engine. We advocate this solution as it allows seamless integration
with any engine running in the cloud. At the same time, it provides sustainable and predictable performance,
independent of the usage setup.
Self-optimization - User configurations do not guarantee optimal performance, especially in dynamic environments.
Moreover, when it comes to large-scale systems, the tasks of configuring and tuning the service tends to become
complex and tedious. The alternative is to design autonomic cloud middleware, able to self-optimize. Coupled
with an economic model, these systems could also regulate the resource consumption and enforce service-level
agreements (SLAs).
Generic solution - Building specific optimizations which target precise applications is efficient, but limits the appli-
cability of the solution. Instead, we propose a set of techniques which can be applied in any cloud context,
independent of the application semantics. JetStream does not depend on the nature of the data, nor on the query
types.
Cost – performance tradeoffs - Not all applications value performance equally. Therefore, we consider and adopt in
our architecture design different strategies that would enable applications to set cost and performance tradeoffs.
Hence, we adopt transfer schemes that enable elastic scaling of resources. In this way, critical operations are
supported by acquiring more resources while low priority operations are optimized for costs at the expense of
lower performance levels.
Multi-route streaming - To tackle the low interconnecting bandwidth between sites, we designed a cloud transfer
strategy for harvesting extra bandwidth by using additional intermediate nodes. The idea is not to rely on a
single communication channel between sites (i.e., the channel between sender and destination) but on multiple
routes for streaming, as shown in Figure 2. The strategy is built on 2 observations: the virtual routes between
sites created when using extra nodes are not mapped to the same physical paths. Secondly, the latency of intra-
site communication is low (less than 10%) compared to inter-site communication [19]. These observations
allow to aggregate inter-site bandwidth by sending passing data to destination also through intermediate nodes
within the same deployment (i.e. belonging to the same application space). This generic method of aggregating
inter-site bandwidth is further discussed in [19], in the context of bulk multi-hop data transfers across multiple
cloud data-centers.
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Figure 3. Breaking down the latency to deliver an event from source to stream processing engine across cloud nodes.
3.3. Point-to-Point streaming
To apply the previous design principles and provide a high performance streaming mechanism, we propose a
streaming model for the event latency. We express this streaming latency based on a set of cloud parameters which
can be monitored at runtime. Such a technique allows to correlate the batch size corresponding to the minimal event
latency both to stream context and to environment information. We start by breaking down the latency between the
source and the destination of an event in four components, depicted on Figure 3: creating the batch, encoding it (e.g.,
serializing, compression, etc.), transferring the batch and decoding it. The set of parameters able to describe the
context and define the latency is: the average acquisition rate (RateAcquisition) or mean time between events (MTBE),
the event size (EventSizeMB), the serialization/de-serialization technology, the throughput (thr) with the corresponding
parallelism of multi-route streaming, expressed by the number of routes routes, and the number of events to put in
the batch (i.e., batch size - batchSize). The goal is to determine dynamically the size of the batch, based on the latency
model defined based on the other parameters.
The batching latency corresponds to the delay added when an event is waiting in the batch for other events to arrive,
before they are all sent together. The parameters which describe this latency are the average acquisition rate of
the events and the number of events in the batch. As the delay depends on the position of the event in the batch
(i.e., position × 1RateAcquisition , we chose to express it as the average latency of an event. This can be computed by
averaging the sum of the delays of all events in the batch:
Latencybatching =
batchSize
2
× 1
RateAcquisition
Intuitively, this corresponds to the latency of the event in the middle of the sequence.
The transformation latency gathers the times to encode and to decode the batch. This applies to any serialization
library/technology. The latency depends on the used format (e.g., binary, JSON, etc.), the number of bytes to
convert and the number of events in the batch. To express this, we represent the transformation operation as an
affine function (i.e. f (x) = ax + b) where a corresponds to the conversion rate (i.e., amount of bytes converted
per second - time for data encoding tDe), while the b constant gives the time to write the metadata (time for
header encoding tHe). The latency per event can be expressed as:
Latencytransformation =
tHe + tDe × batchSizeMB
batchSize
which holds both for the encoding and decoding operations. The formula can be used also to express the size
of the data after the encoding operations. It only requires to replace the time-related constants with data-related
ones (i.e., size of the metadata after encoding and the compression ratio). Moreover, it can be applied to other
data pair transformations: compression, deduplication, encryption, etc.
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The transfer latency models the time required to transfer an event between cloud nodes across data centers. To
express it, we consider both the amount of data in the batch as well as the overheads introduced by the transfer
protocol (e.g., HTTP, TCP) — size overhead for transport sOt and the encoding technique — size overhead
for encoding sOe. Due to the potentially small size of data transferred at a given time, the throughput between
geographically distant nodes cannot be expressed as a constant value. It is rather a function of the total batch
size (SizeTotal = batchSizeMB × batchSize), since the impact of the high latency between data centers depends on
the batch size. The cloud inter-site throughput - thr(Size) is discussed in more detail in the following section.
The average latency for transferring an event can then be expressed as:
Latencytransfer =
sOt + sOe + batchSizeMB
thr(SizeTotal, routes)
We define the thr(SizeTotal, routes) function both in terms of the number of routes used for streaming (i.e.,
the network parallelism used) and the size of the batch. We need to account for the size and not rely only a
stable throughput value because of the potential small sizes of the events and batches. Sending small chunks
of data will prevent any system to reach the potential throughput of the communication link. In fact, this
is one of the issues of streaming and a motivation factor for grouping the events in batches. We model this
throughput function by empirically determining a polynomial function that defines the relation between the
throughput obtain for a certain size of the data and the stable throughput that can be reached with a certain
number of parallel routes. Using such an approximation, the entire function can be extrapolated by measuring
only the stable throughput. This stable through is used as the amplitude, which multiplied with the polynomial
estimation, will give the throughput for any size.
Batch reordering is the downside of using multiple routes. The ordering guarantees offered by the communication
protocol for one route does not hold anymore when batches are sent via independent routes. This translates into
batches arriving out of order due to changing conditions on the physical communication routes (e.g., packet
drops, congestion, etc.). Nevertheless, it is mandatory to maintain the integrity of the communication and avoid
dropping data just because another route was faster. Hence, batches need to be reordered at the destination and
the corresponding delay (i.e., latency for reordering) needs to be accounted for within the model. The reordering
is done by buffering the batches at the destination until their turn to be delivered to the streaming engine arrives.
We model the introduced latency by using the Poisson distribution (Poisson(k, λ) = λ
k×e−λ
k! ) to estimate the
probability of having k number of batches arriving before the expected batch. As we take as reference the
transfer of the next expected batch, λ parameter becomes 1. This probability can then be correlated with a
penalty assigned to each unordered batch. We use as penalty the latency (i.e., Latency×batch) incurred by having
a number of batches ( j) arriving out of order. This gives Poisson( j, 1)× j×Latency×batch, over which we sum in
order to account for all potential number of batches arriving out of order. We denote L the maximum number of
batches (e.g., 10) regarded as potentially arriving before the reference one through a channel, giving the upper
limit for the summation. Finally, we sum these penalties over the number of channels, as each channel can incur
its own number of unordered batches, and normalizing based on the events, as our model express everything as
latency per event. The final equation that models the unordered batches arriving through all channels is:
Latencyreordering =
∑channels
i=2
∑L
j Poisson( j, 1) × j × Latency×batch
batchsize × L
3.4. Beyond Point-to-Point: Multicast streaming
So far we have considered streaming the data from the source, across the data centers, towards one destination.
However, in many scenarios, the data stream is required by several applications or machines. Examples of such
scenarios range from partitioning the computation in distinct queries, executed across distinct machines, to intercon-
nected processes which manipulate distinct processes of the stream. In what follows, we will denote the number of
destinations with the Destinations parameter.
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Figure 4. A direct multicast streaming strategy across datacenters, towards all destinations.
Direct Multicast Streaming Strategy. The primary goal is to deliver high performance while minimizing the latency
of the events towards the destinations. To achieve this goal, using all the available routes, aggregated through the
multi-route streaming towards all destinations, seems the right thing to do. The scheme of this transfer strategy is
depicted in Figure 4.
In this way, no destination has a higher delay than the others (i.e., no priority is imposed) and no additional latency
components are introduced, compared to point-to-point streaming. Nevertheless, small adjustments to the initial
stream model are required to account for the number of destinations. As data is sent directly towards all destinations,
the amount of bandwidth required increases proportionally with the number of destinations. Consequently, the model
will increase the batch size with the number of destinations. The intuition is that, larger batches need to be formed
compared to a point-to-point streaming, to provide sufficient time to transfer the batches in order not to throttle the
network. Hence, the latency transfer component, which accounts for this strategy direct multicast streaming (i.e.,
labeled “DMS”) is:
LatencytransferDMS =
(sOt + sOe + batchSizeMB) × Destinations
thr(SizeTotal, routes)
The tradeoff for using this direct multicast strategy is the incurred costs. The typical cloud pricing model charges
based on the amount of outbound data from a data center (i.e., the inbound data is usually free). Therefore, as each
batch of events will be replicated with the number of destinations, before being sent to the remote data centers, the
price will increase with a factor equal to the number of destinations.
Intermediate-Destination Multicast Streaming Strategy.. In order to control the price of multicast streaming we design
a second strategy, presented in Figure 5. Instead of replicating the batches in the sender data center, these are sent only
once to the destination site, where they are locally replicated. Clearly, this strategy reduces the cost over the Direct
Multicast Streaming, having an equivalent outbound cost with a point-to-point scenario.
The first issue with this strategy, and the reason why we do not rely solely on it, is that at least one destination node
needs to know and to be able to connect to all the other destinations. Because of that, we do not consider a strategy
in which batches are sent once to a destination (i.e., not necessary the same) and then replicated by that destination
node to the others. Although this might be one’s default option, it would impose higher constraints on the system, by
requiring open access between all destinations. Additionally, it would not provide lower latencies than the strategy
proposed in Figure 5, as despite balancing the load across nodes, the theoretical average batch latency towards all
destinations is the same. The second issue is the replication latency that is introduced. Despite being significantly
smaller than the inter-site communication, this new latency component needs to be accounted for and added to the
other latency components. The formula depicted bellow to model this is similar to the transfer latency component in
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Figure 5. A multicast streaming strategy with a stream replication at destination side.
point-to-point streaming or in direct multicast streaming. The only difference is the throughput which corresponds to
the intra-site communication.
Latencydestinationreplication =
(sOt + sOe + batchSizeMB) × Destinations
thrIntra−S ite(SizeTotal)
3.5. Zoom on the selection of intermediate destinations
Choosing the right number of nodes to leverage multi-paths on each site and their optimal configuration among the
available VMs has a great impact on the end-to-end performance. To this end, we designed an algorithm inspired by
the behavior of ant colonies, studied in biology. These classes of algorithms are a good fit for finding which nodes to
use for multi-paths as they are mainly used to solve shortest path problems, by relying on the ant mechanism of leaving
information on the paths it has traversed, information called pheromone. The ants tend to follow the pheromone trails.
Within a fixed period, shorter paths between nest and food can be traversed more often than longer paths, therefore
the shorter paths are impregnated with a higher amount of pheromone, ergo a larger number of ants will choose them
and thereby will reinforce the pheromone on the paths again.
To implement this approach, a set of agents, called artificial ants, are adopted to represent the behavior of real
ant colonies. These ants work cooperatively and communicate indirectly through artificial pheromone trails. An
ant constructs a problem solution iteratively by traveling a construction graph. Each edge of the construction graph
represents the possible partial solution that the ant can take according to a probabilistic state transition rule. This rule
provides a positive feedback mechanism to accelerate convergence and also keeps premature solution stagnation from
happening.
In our case, we applied a modified version of this ant colony algorithm to find the best intermediary paths within a
datacenter. We defined the weight of the path as the number of events read per second by each receiver. If the receiver
does not reply after a period of time, the ant agent eliminates the intermediary node from the path by adding an infinite
cost for that path and a null pheromone trail. We place an Ant Agent in each node from the same datacenter and start
by applying a greedy algorithm to construct the first solution. The ants then travel from one node to another, leaving
a pheromone trail on the edges.
In Algorithm 1 one can notice that the main characteristic of this approach is that the pheromone values are updated
by all the ants that have completed the tour. Solution components ci j are the edges of the graph, and the pheromone
update for τi j, that is, for the pheromone associated to the edge joining nodes i and j, is performed as follows:
τi j ← (1 − ρ) ∗ τi j +
m∑
k=1
∆τki j
where ρ ∈ (0, 1] is the evaporation rate, m is the number of ants and ∆τki j is the quantity of pheromone laid on edge
(i, j) by the k-th ant.
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Algorithm 1. Ant Colony algorithm for finding the best multi-paths at each site
1: procedure AntNodeSelection(NumberO f Nodes,NumberO f Ants,m, ρ, α, β, JetS treamBest, BestCost)
2: Pbest ←CreateHeuristicSolution(Number Of Nodes)
3: Pbestcost ← Cost(S h)
4: Pheromone← InitializePheromone(Pbestcost )
5: while ¬S topCondition() do Candidates← 
6: for i = 1 to m do S i ← ProbabilisticS tepwiseConstruction(Pheromone,NumberO f Nodes, α, β) S icost ← Cost(S i)
7: if ( S icost ≤ Pbestcost ) then Pbestcost ← S icost Pbestcost ← S i
8: end if
9: if ( Pbestcost ≤ BestCost ) then BestCost ← Pbestcost
10: end if
11: Candidates← S i
12: end for
13: DecayPheromone(Pheromone, ρ)
14: for S i ∈ Candidates do U pdatePheromone(Pheromone, S i, S icost )
15: end for
16: for S i ∈ Candidates do i ← |BestJetS treami − BestCost|
17: if (S icost ≤ 0||JetS treamBest + i < S icost ) then U pdatePheromone(Pheromone, S i, S icost )
18: end if
19: end for
20: end while
21: Return(Pbest)
22: end procedure
∆τki j =
{ 1
Lk
if ant k used edge (i,j) in its tour,
0 otherwise.
where Lk is the tour length of the kth ant.
When constructing the solutions, the ants traverse the construction graph and make a probabilistic decision at each
vertex. The transition probability p(ci j|skp) of the kth ant moving from city i to city j is given by:
p(ci j|skp) =

ταi j∗ηβi j∑
cil∈N(skp )
ταil∗ηβil
, if j ∈ N(skp),
0 otherwise.
where N(skp) is the set of components that do not belong yet to the partial solution s
k
p of ant k , and α and β are
parameters that control the relative importance of the pheromone versus the heuristic information ηi j = 1di j , where di j
is the length of component ci j. In the JetStream context, the pheromone update is done based on the read rate of each
receiver. It represents the normalized value of the read rate in the interval [0, 1].Then, the pheromone update equation
is: τi j = (1 − ρ) ∗ τi j + ∆τbesti j
ταi j =
{ 1
Lbest
if the best ant used edge (i, j) in its tour
0 otherwise.
The pheromone values are constrained between τmin = 0 and τmax = JetS treamBest +  by verifying, after
they have been updated by the ants, that all pheromone values are within the imposed limits. The minimum value
τmin is most often experimentally chosen (however, some theory about how to define its value analytically has been
developed). In our context we set τmin = 0. The maximum value τmax may be calculated analytically provided that
the optimum ant tour length is known. Before applying ant, we evaluate the system with JetStream to determine the
initial parameters, therefore τmax is set to the read rate obtained and i is set to the difference between the best read
rate for nodei and the JetS treamBesti.
The distance between each two nodes is represented by the first read rate we obtain from JetStream without Ant,
normalized in the interval [1, 10]. The ant agents stop when they exceed a time limit or when they constructed a
solution where the amount of events read by each receiver is the same or higher than the best read rate provided by
JetStream, having the same parameters such as batch size and event generation rate.
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Algorithm 2. The selection of the optimal batch size and the number of channels to be used
1: procedure BatchAndChannelsSelection
2: getMonitoredContextParameters()
3: ESTIMATE MaxBatched from [MaxTimeConstraint]
4: while channels < MaxNodesConsidered do
5: while batchsize < MaxBatched do
6: ESTIMATE latencybatching from [RateAcquisition, batchsize]
7: ESTIMATE latencyencoding from [overheads, batchsizeMB]
. Estimate the transfer latency for 1 channel
8: ESTIMATE latencytransfer1 from [batchsizeMB, thrRef, 1channel]
9: COMPUTE RatioCPU from [latencyencoding, latencybatching,V M Cores]
. Prevents idle channels
10: if RatioCPU ∗ latencybatching × channels < latencytransfer1 + latencyencoding then
11: ESTIMATE latencydecoding from [overheads, batchsizeMB]
12: ESTIMATE latencytransfer from [batchsizeMB, thrRef, channels]
13: ESTIMATE latencyreordering from [channels, latencytransfer]
14: latencyperEvent =
∑
latency∗
15: if latencyperEvent < bestLatency then
16: UPDATE [bestLatency,Obatch,Ochannels]
17: end if
18: end if
19: end while
20: end while
21: end procedure
3.6. Adaptive cloud batch-streaming
In Algorithm 2, we present the decision mechanism for selecting the number of events to batch and the parallelism
degree (i.e., channels/routes) to use. The algorithm successively estimates the average latency per event, using the
formulas presented previously, for a range of batch sizes and channels, retaining the best one. As an implementation
optimization, instead of exhaustively searching in the whole space we apply a simulating annealing technique, by
probing the space with large steps and performing exhaustive searches only around local optima. Depending on the
magnitude of the optimal batch size, the maximal end-to-end event latency introduced by batching can be unsatisfac-
tory for a user, as it might violate application constraints, even if the system operates at optimal transfer rates. Hence,
the users can set a maximum acceptable delay for an event, which will be converted in a maximum size for the batch
(Line 3). Imposing an upper bound for the batch size limits the latency to form the batch (i.e., fewer events are needed)
and thus the end-to-end delay.
The selection of the number of channels is done by estimating how many batches can be formed while one is
being transferred (Lines 6-8). Beyond this point, adding new channels leads to idle resources and therefore decreases
the cost efficiency. The condition on Line 10 prevents the system from creating such idle channels. Finally, the CPU
usage needs to be accounted in the decision process, being an important factor which determines the transfer rate, as
revealed by our performance study. Sending frequent small batches will increase the CPU consumption and artificially
decrease the overall performance of the cloud node. We therefore assign a penalty for the CPU usage, based on the
ratio between the time to form a batch (a period with a low CPU footprint) and the time used by the CPU to encode it
(a CPU intensive operation), according to the formula:
RatioCPU =
latencyencoding
(latencybatching + latencyencoding) × V M Cores
When computing the ratio of intense CPU usage, we account also for the number of cores available per VM. Having
a higher number of cores prevents CPU interferences from overlapping computation and I/O and therefore does not
require to prevent using small batches. With this model, the batch decision mechanism is aware of the CPU usage
and the intrusiveness of the transfer on the computation, and therefore adapts the batch size accordingly. To sum up,
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Figure 6. The architecture and the usage setup of the adaptive batch streamer.
JetStream collects a set of context parameters (Line 2) and uses them to estimate the latency components according
to the formulas presented previously. Based on these estimations, it selects the optimal batch size and the number of
channels for streaming.
4. JetStream Architecture Overview
We designed JetStream as a high-performance cloud streaming middleware. The system is easily adoptable and
ready to be used in any scenario, as it does not require changes in application semantics nor modifications or elevated
privileges to the cloud hypervisor or processing engines. Its conceptual scheme is presented in Figure 6. The events
are fed into the system at the sender side, as soon as they are produced, and they are then delivered to the stream
processing engine at the destination. Hence, the adaptive-batch approach remains transparent to the system and user.
The distributed modules composing the system and their functionality are described below.
The Buffer is used both as an event input and output endpoint for JetStream, present at the sender and at the receiver.
The sender application or the event source simply adds the events to be transferred, as they are produced,
while the receiver application (i.e., the stream processing engine) pops (synchronously) the events or is notified
(asynchronously) when they are available. The Buffer entity at the sender side is also in charge of monitoring
the input stream in order to assert and report the acquisition rate of the events and their sizes in real time.
The Batch Oracle stays at the core of JetStream, as it enforces the environment-aware decision mechanism for adap-
tively selecting the batch size and the amount of channels to use. It implements Algorithm 2 and collects the
monitoring information from the Buffer and the Transfer Module. It further controls the monitoring intrusive-
ness by adjusting the frequency of the monitor samples according to the observed variability.
The Transfer Module performs the multi-route streaming, using the approach presented in [19]. Batches are sent in
a round-robin manner through the channels assigned for the transfer. On the intermediate nodes, the role of this
component is to forward the batches towards the destination. Currently, the system offers several implementa-
tions on top of TCP: synchronous and asynchronous, single- or multi-threaded. It is also in charge of probing
the network and measuring the throughput and its variability.
The Event Sender coordinates the event transfers by managing the interaction between modules. It queries the
Batch Oracle about when to start the transfer of the batch. Next, it setups the batch by getting the events from
the Buffer and adding the metadata (e.g., batch ID, streams IDs and the acknowledgment-related mechanism
proposed for multi-route transfers, which is discussed in more details in [19]. The batch is then serialized by
the Serialization module and the data transferred across data centers by the Transfer Module.
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The Event Receiver is the counterpart of Event Sender module. The arriving batches are de-serialized, buffered
and reordered, and delivered to the application as a stream of events, in a transparent fashion for the stream
processing engine. The module issues acknowledgments to the sender or makes requests for re-sending lost
or delayed batches. Alternatively, based on users’ policies, it can decide to drop late batches, supporting the
progress of the stream processing despite potential cloud-related failures. Users configure when such actions
are performed by means of waiting times, number of batches, markers or current time increments (CTI).
Serialization/De-Serialization has the role of converting the batch to raw data, which are afterwards sent over the
network. We integrate in our prototype several libraries: Binary (native), JSON (scientific) or Avro (Microsoft
HDInsight), but others modules can be easily integrated. Moreover, this module can be extended to host addi-
tional functionality: data compression, deduplication, etc.
5. Implementation
We implemented JetStream in C# using the .NET 4.5 framework as a modular system that would enable easy
future extensions. To this end, the components shown in Figure 6 are designed using several software design patterns
such as abstract factory (e.g., for the transfer module), publish-subscriber (e.g., for the receiver), facade (e.g., sender)
or flyweight (e.g., serializer libraries). Additionally, we adopted a number of implementation optimizations as follows.
The Buffer module, used both at the sender and receiver side, is implemented using 2 queues, which are used in a
producer-consumer fashion. Using a separate queue for input operations to the buffer and another one for the output
ones allows to reduce the number of blocked read/write operations. In this way locking is required only to swap the
queues when the output (or consumer) one gets empty. At the receiver side, the component enables sequential access,
for which we built a dedicated iterator. For the Transfer module we had as option to implement the communication
threads as an object pool. In this way, each channel used for multi-route streaming is rapidly assigned to a thread
to handle the sending or receiving of batches. Nevertheless, we observed that this option can lead to performance
degradations particularly for single core VMs. This happens due to the increase in context switches. The alternative
we chose is to implement single-thread communication and multiplexing the management of the channels. Although
we have tried different strategies to implement the multiplexing (e.g., round-robin, bag of tasks, priority queues)
we did not observe significant performance differences. For the Event Receiver reordering, we use insertion sort,
exploiting the observation that batches arrive as a time sequence. Finally, the Batch Oracle is implemented as a
singleton component per (sender) node.
6. Evaluation
The goal of the experimental evaluation presented in this section is to validate the JetStream system in a real cloud
setup and discuss the main aspects that impact its performance.
6.1. Experimental setup
The experiments were run in the Microsoft’s Azure cloud in the North-Central US and the North EU data centers,
using Small Web Role VMs (1 CPU, 1.75 GB of memory, 225 GB local storage). For multi-route streaming, up to
5 additional nodes were used within the sender deployment. Each experiment sends between 100,000 and 3.5 million
events, which, depending on the size of the event to be used, translates into a total amount of data ranging from tens of
MBs to 3.5 GB. Each sample is computed as the average of at least ten independent runs of the experiment performed
at various moments of the day (morning, afternoon and night).
6.2. Experimental methodology
The performance metrics considered are the transfer rate and the average latency of an event. The transfer rate
is computed as the ratio between a number of events and the time it takes to transfer them. More specifically, we
measured, at the destination side, the time to transfer a fixed set of events. For the average latency of an event, we
measured the number of events in the sender buffer, the transfer time, and reported the normalized average per event
based on the latency formulas described in Section 3. The evaluation is performed using a synthetic benchmark, that
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Figure 7. The latency components per event with respect to the batch size for a single streaming channel, for inter-site event transfers
Figure 8. Comparing the estimation for the unordered batch latency (i.e., the penalty) with actual measurements, while increasing the number of
channels used for the transfers
we created in order to have full control over the sizes and the generation rate of the events. The generation rates are
varied between hundred of events per second to tens of thousands of events per second, as indicated by the scale of
the transfer rates. Additionally, we use the monitoring readings collected by the MonALISA monitoring system from
the ALICE LHC experiment to assert the gains brought by our approach in a real geographically distributed setup.
6.3. Accuracy
We depict on Figure 7 the total latency per event and its components, as defined in Section 3.3, with respect to the
number of batched events. Selecting the optimal size of the batch comes down to finding the value corresponding to
the minimal latency (e.g., ∼200 for the illustrated scenario). The search for the batch size that minimizes the latency
per event is at the core of the JetStream algorithm presented in Section 3.6. However, the selection is computed based
on estimations about the environment (e.g., network throughput, CPU usage), which may not be exact. Indeed, the
cloud variability can lead to deviations around the optimal value in the selection process of the amount of events to
batch. However, considering that the performance of using batches with sizes around the optimal value is roughly
similar (as seen in Figure 7), JetStream delivers more than 95 % of the optimal performance even in the case of large
and unrealistic shifts from the optimum batch size (e.g., by mis-selection of a batch size of 150 or 250 instead of 200
in Figure 7, the performance will decrease with 3 %). The solution for further increasing the accuracy, when selecting
the batch size, is to monitor the cloud more frequently, which comes at the price of higher intrusiveness and resource
usage levels.
To validate the penalty model proposed for the latency of reordering batches when using multiple routes, we
compare the estimations computed by our approach with actual measurements. The results are presented in Figure 8.
The delay for unordered batches was measured as the time between the moment when an out of order batch (not
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Figure 9. Comparing the performance (transfer rate - top and average latency per event - bottom) of individual event streaming and static batches
with JetStream for different acquisition rates, while keeping the size of an event fixed (224 bytes). The performance of individual event streaming
(i.e., batch of size 1) are between 50 to 250 times worse than the ones of JetStream.
the one next in sequence) arrives, and the moment when the actual expected one arrives. The experiment presents
the average of this maximum unordered delay over tens of independent trials in which a fixed amount of events (i.e.,
1 million events of size 2.5 KB) is transferred. We notice that the proposed model gives a good estimation of this delay,
having an accuracy of 90–95 %. Errors appear because the model for the reordering delay introduced by multi-route
streaming does not integrate the variability of the cloud. Yet, such errors can be tolerated as they are not determinant
when selecting the number of channels to use.
6.4. Individual vs. batch event transfers
The goal of this set of experiments is to analyze the performance of individual event streaming compared to batch-
based streaming between cloud data centers. For the later approach we consider both static batch sizes as well as the
adaptive batch selection of JetStream. In the case of static sizes, the number of events to be batched is fixed a priori.
A batch of size 1 represents event by event streaming. These setups are compared to JetStream, which implements
the proposed model for adapting the batch size to the context at runtime. To this end, the evaluation is performed with
different event sizes and generation rates. The experiments were repeated for different number of routes for streaming:
1, 3 and 5. We measured the transfer rates (top) and average latency per event (bottom).
The experiments presented on Figure 9 use an event of size 224 bytes and evaluate the transfer strategies con-
sidering low (left) and high (right) event generation rates. The first observation is that batch-based transfers clearly
outperform individual event transfers for all the configurations considered. The results confirm the impact of the
streaming overheads on small chunk sizes and the resulting low throughput achieved for inter-site transfers. Grouping
the events increases the transfer rate tens to hundreds of times (up to 250 times for JetStream) while decreasing the
average latency per event. Two aspects determine the performance: the size of the batch with respect to the stream con-
text and the performance variations of the cloud resources (e.g., nodes, network links). Static batches cannot provide
the solution, as certain batch sizes are good in one context and bad in others. For example batches of size 10 deliver
poor performance for 1 route and high event acquisition rate and good performance for 5 routes and low acquisition
rates. Selecting the correct size at runtime brings an additional gain between 25 % and 50 % for the event transfer rate
over static batch configurations (for good batch sizes not for values far off the optimal). To confirm the results, we
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Figure 10. The performance (transfer rate - top and average latency per event - bottom) of individual event streaming, static batches and JetStream
for events of size 800 bytes. The performance of individual event streaming (i.e., batch of size 1) are from 40 to 150 times worse than JetStream.
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Figure 11. The correlation between the number of events to batch and the number of multicast destinations, for the 2 strategies proposed.
repeated the same set of experiments for larger event sizes. Figure 10 illustrates the measurements obtained for event
sizes of 800 bytes. The results support our conclusions, showing that JetStream is able to increase the performance
with up to 2 orders of magnitude over current streaming strategies.
6.5. Multicast streaming strategies
In Figure 11, we show the impact that the number of destinations have on the number of batched events, for each
of the 2 proposed strategies. As discussed in Section 3.4, a direct approach for implementing the multicast will lead to
lower transfer latencies compared to a strategy that uses additional intermediate hops. This can be indirectly observed
by comparing the batch sizes, with larger batches leading to larger latencies. The second observation is that the batch
sizes increase with the number of destinations, for both strategies. This is explained by the fact that having more
destinations requires more network I/O and therefore more CPU cycles to be allocated by the nodes for the transfer.
Large batches favor such periods as the CPU is idle (i.e., from the point of view of batch creation) most of the time
during the forming of the batch and the CPU-intensive encoding operations are more sparse. This decreases the CPU
interferences which leads to an increase of the overall performance, as discussed also in [15].
6.6. Adapting to the context changes
The event acquisition process in streaming scenarios is not necessarily uniform. Fluctuations in the event rates
of an application running in the cloud can appear, due to the nature of the data source, the virtualized infrastructure
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Figure 12. The evolution of the transfer rate in time for variable event rates with JetStream and static batches transfer strategies
or the cloud performance variability [20]. To analyze the behavior of JetStream in such scenarios, we performed an
experiment in which the event generation rate randomly changes in time. For the sake of understanding, we present in
Figure 12 a snapshot of the evolution of the transfer rate in which we use fine grain intervals (10 seconds) containing
substantial rate changes. JetStream is able to handle these fluctuations by appropriately adapting the batch size and
number of routes. In contrast, static batch transfers either are introducing huge latencies from waiting for too many
events, especially when the event acquisition rate is low (e.g., batches of size 1000 or 5000 at time moment 9) or are
falling behind the acquisition rate which leads to increasing amount of memory used to buffer the events not transferred
yet (e.g., batch of size 100 at moment 5). Reacting fast to such changes is crucial for delivering high-performance in
the context of clouds.
JetStream reduces the number of used resources by 30 % in such scenarios (e.g., the extra nodes which enable
multiple route streaming), as it takes into account the stream context when scheduling the transfers. These resource
savings are explained by the fact that low event acquisition rates do not require multiple route streaming as higher
ones do. Additionally, as shown in [12], the fluctuations in application load have certain patterns across the week
days. Hence, in long running applications, our approach will make substantial savings by scaling up/down the number
of additional nodes used for transfers to these daily or hourly trends.
6.7. Benefits of multiple route streaming
Figure 13 shows the gains obtained in transfer rate with respect to the number of routes used for streaming, for
JetStream and for a static batch of a relatively small size (i.e., 100 events). When increasing the amount of data to
be sent, multi-route streaming pays off for both strategies. This validates our decision to apply the transfer scheme
proposed in [19] for bulk data transfers to streaming. By aggregating extra bandwidth from the intermediate nodes, we
are able to decrease the impact of the overhead on smaller batches: batch metadata, communication and serialization
headers. More precisely, a larger bandwidth allows to send more data, and implicitly, the additional data carried with
each batch does not throttle the inter-site network anymore. This brings the transfer rate of smaller, and consequently
more frequent, batches closer to the maximum potential event throughput. This can be observed for the static batch
of size 100 on Figure 13, which delivers a throughput close to JetStream for a high number of routes.
With higher throughput and a lower overhead impact, the optimal batch size can be decreased. In fact this is
leveraged by JetStream, which is able to decrease the end-to-end latency by selecting lower batch sizes. Hence, we
conclude that sustaining high transfer rates under fixed time constraints is possible by imposing upper bounds for
the batch sizes and compensating with additional streaming routes. This enables JetStream to integrate users’ time
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Figure 13. The transfer rate for an increasing number of routes used for streaming, when the batch size is fixed or adaptively chosen using JetStream.
constraints for maximal delay, which are integrated in the streaming decision shown in Algorithm 2 by considering a
limit on the batch size.
6.8. Experimenting with ALICE: a real-life High Energy Physics application
In a second phase, our goal was to assess the impact of JetStream in a real-life application. We opted for ALICE
(A Large Ion Collider Experiment) [10], one of four LHC (Large Hadron Collider) experiments at CERN, as its scale,
volume and geographical distribution of data require appropriate tools for efficient processing. Indeed, the ALICE
collaboration, consisting of more than 1,000 members from 29 countries, 86 institutes and more than 80 computing
centers worldwide, is strongly dependent on a distributed computing environment to perform its physics program.
The experiment collects data at a rate of up to four Petabytes per year. Our focus, in these series of experiments,
is on the monitoring information collected in real-time about all ALICE resources. We used the MonALISA [9]
service to instrument and replay the huge amount of monitoring data issued from this experiment. More than 350
MonALISA services are running at sites around the world, collecting information about ALICE computing facili-
ties, local and wide area network traffic and the state and progress of the many thousands of concurrently running
jobs. This yields more than 1.1 million parameters published in MonALISA, each with an update frequency of one
minute. Using ALICE-specific filters, these raw parameters are aggregated to produce about 35,000 system-overview
parameters in real time. The MonALISA framework and its high-frequency updates for large volumes of monitoring
data matched closely with JetStream’s architecture purposes, being the reason why we chose this as a real application
scenario. Based on the monitoring data collected by MonALISA as of December 2013, we have replayed a sequence
of 1.1 million events considering their creation times at the rate they were generated by Alice.
Streaming monitoring data of the ALICE CERN experiment with JetStream. Figure 14 a) shows the total latency of
the events at the sender and the transfer rate, Figure 14 b), when comparing JetStream with static configurations for
various batch sizes. The transfer performance of static batches, with more than 100 events, are similar with JetStream.
Considering that the generation rate of the events varies from low to high, these sub-optimal batch sizes will in fact
lead to an accumulation of the events in the sender queue during the peak rates. These buffered events will artificially
increase the performance, at the expense of extra memory, during the periods when the acquisition rate of events is
low. All in all, this behavior will produce a stable transfer performance over a wide range of static batch sizes, as it can
be observed in Figure 14 b). But on the other hand, it will increase the latency of the events as depicted in Figure 14
a). As our approach selects the appropriate batch size at each moment, it consequently reduces the amount of events
waiting in the sender queue and decreases the overall latency of the events. Compared to the static batch strategies,
the latency obtained with JetStream is reduced from 2.2 (100-event batches) down to 17 times (10,000-event batches).
7. Discussion
We now discuss our experience running JetStream in production on the Azure cloud, where it is primarily used to
to handle monitoring data from the ALICE experiment. We also introduce several ongoing extensions.
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Figure 14. The total latency (a) and the transfer rate (b) measured when transferring 1.1 million events from MonALISA monitoring the Alice
experiment. The latency for independent event transfer (batch of size 1) in a) is not represented because it would modify the scale, having a value
of 30900 seconds as opposed to 80 seconds for JetStream.
Streaming as a Service. The multi-path and multi-hop transfer strategies leveraged within JetStream allow to ac-
commodate many different users at the same time, by means of network parallelism (i.e. scaling up the number of
streams). The system processes any number of streams the more nodes are added to the underlying paths, and thus
can support an arbitrary amount of users. This feature makes JetStream an ideal candidate for enabling the Streaming
as a Service (SaaS) concept. The paradigm is supported by seamlessly allowing users to subscribe to a set of events
they are interested in and that are published by producers through our simple API. This SaaS approach can help
”democratise” the access to fast data for a large spectrum of non-specialist users, as it would be offered transparently
by the cloud provider. This shift of perspective comes naturally: instead of letting users optimise their event transfers
by making (possible false) assumptions about the underlying network topology a and performance through intrusive
monitoring, JetStream SaaS delegates this task to the cloud provider. Indeed, the cloud owner has extensive knowl-
edge about its network resources, which it can exploit to optimise (e.g., by grouping) user event transfers, through
this dedicated service. We argue that the adoption of such a SaaS approach brings several benefits for both users and
the cloud providers who propose it. For users of multi-site or federated clouds, this proposal is able to decrease the
variability of event transfers and increase the throughput, while benefiting from the well-known high availability of
cloud-provided services. For cloud providers, such a service can decrease the energy consumption within a datacenter
by means of more effective use of resources.
Self-optimization vs. bad user configurations. The JetStream deployment on the Azure cloud of for processing Mon-
ALISA data used 2 intermediate nodes located at the sender side (i.e., resulting in 3 streaming routes). Initially, the
setup considered 5 streaming routes. However, during the transfer of the data using JetStream, we observed that at
most 3 such routes were used, as the system determined that the performance cannot be increased beyond this point.
The same number of nodes is recommended if we query oﬄine the system based on the stream context (i.e., event
size and acquisition rate). The accuracy of this decision was in fact validated as our adaptive approach was obtaining
the same transfer performance using 3 nodes as the static batch configurations which were using 5. Furthermore, the
static configurations also obtained the same transfer performances when switched to 3 nodes, showing that indeed
this streaming context was not requiring more than 3 streaming routes. This observation shows the importance of an
environment-aware self-adaptive approach, not subject to arbitrary human configuration choices. Furthermore, long
running experiments allow JetStream to exploit other observations about its execution context, like the time patterns
(e.g. daily usage models with spikes during working hours and idle periods at night and weekends).
Strong vs. weak consistency. JetStream enables strong consistency by design. All transferred events are totally or-
dered and cannot be lost within the service. As seen in the previous section, even in the presence of such a strong
constraint, the system achieves high throughput and is able to seamlessly scale up. However, number of applications
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don’t actually need such strong consistency requirements. For instance, all applications handling events with times-
tamps (e.g. monitoring, wireless sensors) typically order them when storing into databases. Hence, the ordering at
transfer time might be useful but not always needed. This is the reason why the consistency level in JetStream can be
adjusted by users at runtime, according to their application needs. A weak level eliminates the ordering stage and has
the potential to further increase throughput, especially when traversing links with small or variable bandwidth.
Cost effectiveness. Efficiency can have multiple declinations depending on application context and user requirements.
In clouds, the most critical among these are the transfer time and the monetary cost. Our model estimates these metrics
for transferring events between the source and destination sites, with respect to the transfer setting (used resources,
geographical location etc.).
• The transfer time (Tt) is estimated considering the number of nodes (n) that are used in parallel to stream events
and the predicted transfer throughput (thrmodel), obtained from monitoring the respective cloud link:
Tt =
S ize
thrmodel
∗ 1
1 + (n − 1) ∗ gain (1)
where gain is the time reduction due to parallel transfers (determined empirically, with values less than 1).
• The cost of a geographical transfer is split into 3 components. The first corresponds to the cost charged by the
cloud provider for outbound data (outboundCost), as usually inbound data is free. The other two components
are derived from the cost of the VMs (n - number of VMs) that are leased: the network bandwidth (V MCBand)
and the CPU (V MCCPU) costs. The ratio of the VM resources used for the transfer is given by the intrusiveness
parameter (Intr). The final cost equation is:
Cost = n ∗ (Tt ∗ V MCCPU ∗ Intr +
S ize
n
Tt ∗ Intr
V MCBand
) + outboundCost ∗ S ize (2)
where for simplicity we considered that each of the n nodes sends the same amount of data ( S izen ).
This model captures the correlation between performance (time) and cost (money) and is able to adjust the trade-
off between them dynamically during transfers. An example of such a tradeoff is setting a maximum cost for the live
event streaming, based on which our system is able to infer the amount of resources to use. Although the network
or end-system performance can drop, the system rapidly detects the new reality and adapts to it in order to satisfy
the budget constraint. The proposed model is rather simple, relying on a small set of parameters, easily collected by
monitoring tools (e.g. sample history depends on the cloud variability) or set by users based on the application type
(e.g. the CPU-intrusiveness tolerated by compute-intensive applications could be smaller: 5%, while I/O-intensive
applications would tolerate a bigger one: 10%). These parameters are used to calibrate a general methodology based
on component monitoring, application side feedback and behavior/pattern analysis to discover and characterize situa-
tions leading to fluctuations of data access throughput. Hence, this model is not tailored for specific configurations of
resources/services, and can be transported from one application to another. This very simplicity allows the model to
be more general, but at the expense of becoming less accurate for some precise, application dependent, settings. It was
our design choice to trade accuracy for generality. Moreover, using knowledge discovery techniques for calibrating
these parameters reduces the possible impact of biased analysis manually performed by administrators.
Integration with stream processing engines. Thanks to its simple API, JetStream can be used as an event transfer
backend by any stream processing engine (SPE). One potential benefit of such an integration would be the possibility
to leverage the applications / queries semantics in order to minimise the data movements. For instance, knowing the
query a priori allows to transfer only the relevant events from their distant source to the destination. This can be
achieved as modern production sites (e.g. wireless sensors) are typically enhanced with some light data processing
facilities (e.g. filtering), while events are expressed as records, easy to identify and map to some SQL queries. With
this approach, JetStream enables a movement of the query from the destination to the event source, complementing
the traditional movement of events from their source to the processing destination. An interesting use-case for this
approach would be an application streaming events from a source, which is a query applied by another SPE on a
different stream.
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8. Related Work
There is a rich eco-system of research on building high performance and highly available event streaming services.
Most of the works focus on optimising the query processing in real-time over streams, assuming that the events
were already collected and are close to the processing engine. We zoom out from this perspective, focusing on how
the events are sent from their geographically distributed production sites to the processing datacenters. Similar to
JetStream, several works distribute these fast data movements across several nodes, in an attempt to scale with the
number of queries. Although basic functions to move events between nodes are provided, these systems are not
designed to run in the dynamic environment of the Cloud. There have been first attempts to support more dynamism
in distributed stream processing engines, however none of them takes into account the challenges related to low
latencies and high performance heterogeneity of the multi-datacenter clouds. The remainder of this section presents a
taxonomy of the current state-of-the-art in event streaming communication.
Cloud based streaming. Streaming solutions for cloud have just started to emerge. ElasticStream [21] support a cost
efficient scheme to transfer incoming events to the cloud when local nodes cannot accommodate it. Based on data rates
predictions, the minimum number of required cloud nodes is computed according to latency limits in SLA. Although,
this approach costs less than reserving a fixed number of cloud nodes, it does not provide true elasticity, in the
JetStream sense, as nodes are added based on periodic predictions rather than real-time load. Yahoo!’s S4 [22] cloud
streaming service relies on a symmetric design in which every processing element is configured to handle key/value
based events. Communication among nodes and automatic failover is managed by ZooKeeper. One issue with S4
is its fixed allocation of processing elements on the cloud nodes, hardcoded into the application code. This impacts
the load balancing and prevents exploiting the cloud elasticity. Some works rely on the MapReduce model to process
events [23]. These approaches do not yet meet the needs of a general streaming system either because they still hardly
rely on persistent storage of data or they still do not meet the ultra-low latency required in streaming applications. In
[24], the authors provide an accurate cost and latency estimation for complex event processing operators, validated
with the Microsoft StreamInsight [25]. Sphere[26], proposes a GPU-like processing on top of a high performance
infrastructure. In [27], the authors propose to use web services for the creation of processing pipelines with data passed
via the web service endpoints. Other systems like Aurora and Medusa [28] consider exploiting the geographically
distributed nature of stream data sources. However, these systems have a series of limitations despite their strong
requirements from the underlying infrastructure (e.g., naming schema, message routing): Aurora runs on a single
node and Medusa has a single administrator entity. All these cloud-based solutions focus on query processing with
no specific improvements or solutions for the cloud streaming itself and, furthermore, they do not support multi-site
applications.
Streaming in peer-to-peer systems. Many current concepts used for cloud event streaming are inherited from P2P
systems. These can be divided in two categories based on how peers that forward the events organize themselves
in an overlay network [29]: some use DHT overlays [30, 31] and others group the subscribers in interest groups
based on event semantics [32, 33]. While the performance of the former is highly sensitive to the organization of
the peers, the latter can improve the performance by sharing common events within the interest group. Further
optimizations can be achieved by discovering the network topology which is then matched to the event traffic between
the subscribers [29]. This aims to improve the network usage by identifying whether independent overlay paths
correspond to common physical paths and by allowing deduplication of events. We share the idea of intermediate
nodes forwarding events towards the destination. However, in our case, the virtual topology between the sender,
intermediate nodes and destination is fixed and known from the beginning. Moreover, in the context of clouds it
is not possible to consider information about physical paths, as all access and knowledge is limited to the virtual
space. Unlike these research efforts, our approach focuses on the acquisition of data from remote sources and on
the communication between instances of the applications from different cloud data-centers, rather than disseminating
information among subscribers. A system close to our work is Stormy[34], which implements concepts from P2P
stream processing in the context of clouds. The system is an elastic distributed processing service that enables running
a high number of queries on continuous streams of events. The queries are replicated and applied on all the replicas
of the events created across the peer nodes. As opposed to JetStream, Stormy delegates the staging-in of the events
to the data source which is expected to push the events in the system. It also handles the stream as individual events
both in the acquisition and the replication phases.
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Systems for data transfers. Several solutions have been proposed in the last years for managing data transfers at
large scale. StorkCloud [35] integrates multi-protocol transfers in order to optimize the end-to-end throughput based
on a set of parameters and policies. It adapts the parallel transfers based on the cluster link capacity, disk rate and
CPU capacity, using the algorithm proposed in [36]. The communication between StorkCloud components is done
using textual data representation. Similarly, our system optimizes the streaming between data-centers by modeling
a set of parameters. However, JetStream remains transparent to the data format and limits the annotation of events
or batches with metadata, reducing the overhead of the transfer, which becomes crucial in the context of continuous
streams of data. Other systems, like NetSticher [37], target bulk transfers between data-centers, as we do. The
authors exploit the day/night pattern peaks of usage of a data-center and leverage the remaining unutilized bandwidth.
Though NetSticher is useful for backups and checkpoints, it does not work for real-time systems. GlobusOnline [38]
is another system which provides data transfers over WAN, targeting data sharing between different infrastructures
(e.g. grids, institution infrastructures, community clouds). Unlike our system which handles streams of events with a
light resource fingerprint, GlobusOnline manages only file transfers and has substantial resource requirements. Other
recent efforts for enabling parallel data transfers lead to the development of the multi-path TCP standard [39]. We
share common goals with this initiative: aggregating more bandwidth between data-centers and exploiting more links
for communication. However, despite the interesting solutions provided at the lower levels of the communication
stack for congestion control, robustness, fairness and packet handling, multi-path TCP is not currently available today
on the cloud infrastructures. It will need to be set in place by the cloud providers, not by users.
Video streaming. The work in this area aims to improve the end-to-end user experience by considering mostly video
specific optimizations: packet-level correction codes, recovery packets, differentiated redundancy and correction
codes based on the frame type [40]. Additionally, such solutions integrate low-level infrastructure optimizations
based on network type, cluster knowledge or cross-layer architectures [41, 42]. None of these techniques directly ap-
ply to our scenario, as they are strongly dependent on the video format and not adequate for generic cloud processing.
On the other hand, ideas like using coordinated or uncoordinated multi-paths to solve congestion, as discussed in [43],
are analogous to our approach of using intermediate nodes. However, even the systems which consider the use of TCP
for video streaming instead of the traditional UDP, like [44], have some key differences with JetStream. While our
goal is to aggregate more bandwidth from the routes between data-centers and to maximize the usage of the network,
thereby the extra routes in [44] are used just as a mean to have a wider choice when selecting the fastest path towards
the client. Also, the size of the packets is fixed in video streaming, while in our case it adapts to the stream context.
Data Stream Management Systems (DSMS). These systems primarily focus on how queries can be executed and only
support data transfers as a side effect, usually based on rudimentary mechanisms (e.g., simple event transfer over
HTTP, TCP or UDP) or ignore this completely by delegating it to the data source. D-Streams [23] provides tools
for scalable stream processing across clusters, building on the idea of handling small batches which can be processed
using MapReduce; an idea also discussed in [45]. Here, the data acquisition is event driven: the system simply collects
the events from the source. Comet [12] enables batch processing across streams of data. It is built on top of Dryad[46]
and its management relies on its channel concept to transfer a finite set of items over shared memory, TCP pipes or
files. However, it is designed to work within the same cluster and does not address the issues of sending continuous
stream of events between data-centers. In [47], the authors propose a store manager for streams, which exploits
access patterns. The streams are cached in memory or disks and shared between the producers and the consumers of
events; there is no support for transfers. RIP [13] is another example of DSMS which scales the query processing
by partitioning and event distribution. Middleware solutions like System S from IBM [48] were proposed for single
cluster processing, with processing elements connected via typed streams.
Dynamic adaptation for streaming. Several solutions aim to provide a dynamic behavior at different phases of stream
processing. SPC [49] is a distributed platform which supports the execution of many queries on multiple streams. It
proposes a new programming model and the corresponding system architecture. The main features are high expres-
sivity and dynamic binding of input with output ports at runtime, based on user format description. From the data
management point of view, it provides a hierarchical communication model, adaptively shifting between pointers,
shared memory and network transport protocols (TCP, UDP, multicast). Nevertheless, the stream-based optimizations
are applicable only at the level of multi-core nodes. Another approach consists in partitioning the input streams in an
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adaptive way considering information about the stream behavior, queries, load and external metadata [50]. Despite
the fact that this solution targets the management of input streams, it has no support for the efficient transmission
of data. Other solutions [51] focus on improving performance over limited resources (e.g. disk, memory). This is
achieved by moving from row to column-oriented processing and by exploiting the event time information. From
the data management point of view, the events are assumed to be transferred event-by-event by the data source. The
problem of optimizing the distribution of data in the presence of constrained resources is also discussed in [52]. Their
approach identifies delivery graphs with minimal bandwidth consumption on nodes which act both as consumers and
sources, while applying filter operations on incoming streams. The benefits of adaptivity in the context of streaming
can be also exploited at application level: in [53] the authors show the advantage of adapting the size of the window
in the detection of heart attacks. JetStream complements these works by focusing on the transfers and adapting to the
stream context.
9. Summary and Future Work
We have motivated the need for a framework for fast data movements across geographically distributed datancen-
ters. In this paper, we have described such a framework, JetStream, which leverages the idea of adapting the batch
size to the transfer context to enable high performance event streaming in the cloud. The batching decision is taken
at runtime by modeling and minimizing the average latency per event with respect to a set of parameters which char-
acterize the context. To tackle the issue of low bandwidth between data centers, we propose a multi route schema.
This method uses additional cloud nodes from the user resource pool to aggregate extra bandwidth and to enable multi
route streaming. The nodes to select and their optimal configuration are chosen by a biology inspired algorithm, that
mimics the movement of ant colonies in their quest for food.
We have also reported on our experience using JetStream on large deployments across several Europe and US
datacenters of the Azure Cloud. The system was validated using synthetic benchmarks, and real-life monitoring
data collected with MonALISA from the ALICE experiment at CERN. JetStream increases the transfer rates up
to 250 times compared to individual event transfers. The adaptive selection of the batch size further increases the
performance with an additional 25% compared to static batch size configurations. Finally, the multi-route streaming
triples the performances and decrease the end to end latency while providing high transfer rates. Overall, we conclude
that a framework to process fast data, such as implemented in JetStream, is feasible and highly promising, in terms
of allowing developers to quickly write fast-data applications, and to achieve low latency and high scalability in those
applications.
Learning from our experience, we are currently deploying JetStream to more applications and are extending it in
several important directions. We plan to enhance the communication module with additional transfer protocols and
to automatically switch between them based on the streaming pattern. We are also investigating several competitive
pricing schemes for the event transfers in order to make the Streaming as a Service approach of JetStream more
appealing to cloud providers. In particular, we would like to propose a dynamic cost model for the service usage,
which enables the cloud providers to regulate and encourage data exchanges via a data transfer market. We are also
interested by the advantages brought by the integration of JetStream with existing stream processing engines, namely
the potential data movement reduction when moving the queries from the processing to the production sites.
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